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Note from the editor

Twenty years ago the then leader of the
opposition Tony Blair declared that his
three main priorities for government were
‘education, education, education‘. Two
decades and multiple white papers,
reviews and secretaries of state later, we
can with some justice say that the three
main priorities for further and higher
education are ‘employability,
employability, employability’. 

It is in this spirit that this is, the Spring
2016 edition of GMT, was produced. 

Graduate employability and social mobility
hand in hand. They also thread this issue
together. Once again we are pleased to
have on board a host of expert

contributors, each with their own tale to
tell on these powerful themes.

We start off with an interview of a much-
admired woman working in the sector:
Professor Dame Julia Goodfellow,
President of Universities UK and Vice
Chancellor at the University of Kent. We
discuss her journey as a woman, the
challenges our sector is facing, Europe
and more. Our regular columnist Brian
Hipkin shares sector opinion and Nik
Miller, Director at the Bridge Group,
follows with a part synopsis of the group’s
recent influential report on social mobility
and graduate outcomes.  

Next, Bob Athwal, Director of Student
Experience at the University of Leicester,
and Femi Bola, Director of Employability at
UEL, give us two fascinating accounts of
their teams’ transformational work in
developing their graduate employability
offering. Doug Cole, Head of Employability
and strategy at the HEA, follows with a
look into the Academy’s employability
framework.

We are delighted to include another
exclusive piece by our very own Charlie

Ball on graduate migration, followed by
CRAC’s Director of Research Dr Robin
Mellors-Bourne on how students make
decisions to study postgraduate taught
programmes. 

The online version of this edition includes
a contribution by NUS’s Vice President for
FE Shakira Martin, which introduces her
organisation’s unplugged campaign that
calls for increased investment in the
sector.

Finally, we include our now regular ICeGS
update which you can find on the back
cover. I hope that as far as making a
contribution to the employability debate
goes, this edition of GMT is just the job!

Aphrodite Papadatou
GMT Editor 
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Social mobility and graduate outcomes
With Nik Miller, Director, The Bridge Group8
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Welcome to Graduate Market Trends
Summer 2010. This issue is all about
graduate work experience. We will explore its
significance in honing graduate soft skills and
improving employability, both from an

employer’s and from a student’s perspective.

As you will already know, the subject matter in
question is quite pressing - especially in the context
of the increasing globalisation of the higher
education sector and graduate labour market and
the growing foci of UK and EU employability agendas
in linking higher education and business through
“lifelong learning”. These issues are reflected in the
articles.

The present edition has an international flavour:  
We have included a special “Australian” section, in
which colleagues from down-under enlighten us in
“work integrated learning” (WIL) and other practices. 

Closer to home, Heather Collier, Director of the
National Council for Work Experience (NCWE)
explains how employers can benefit from providing
graduate work experience. We hear from the
University of Central Lancashire’s research team on
their ongoing graduate work experience study, and
Barnados’ innovative and inspiring ‘Pathways Interns
Scheme’ is the basis of an investigation into third-
sector internships. 

The online edition of GMT Summer 2010 has more
work experience articles: Rounding off the Australian
section is Dr Peter McIlveen’s “Aussie Blueprint for
Employability” on career development and WIL.

It is followed by a research paper written by Aston
Business School’s Matthew Hall, Helen Higson and
Nicola Bullivant, based on an ongoing five-year
survey of employers and examining the role of work
placements in developing soft skills among
management undergraduates. Finally, a very busy
Alin Dobrea outlines the benefits of work experience
from the student perspective.

As ever, we aim to provoke debate and discussion.
This is my first edition as editor – I don’t need to say
how much I will welcome your comments and
contributions.

CBI:
Good times ahead for STEM graduates, but
does the challenge now lie in forging more
effective links between higher education and
industry?
A recent Confederation of British Industry study,
Ready to Grow: Business Priorities for Education 
and Skills, surveyed 694 employers, and found that
more than half thought they would not be able to
find adequate staff to fill the "high-level jobs" of the
coming years. Employers feared that they would not
be able to fill in essential vacancies that need
mathematics, science and technology graduates.

Note From the Editor

News In Brief

The Best Thing about 
Summer for a Busy Employer
(Heather Collier, NCWE) 

Real Prospects 2010: 
Work Experience
(Holly Higgins, HECSU)

Beyond Placement Extinction:
Coming Up for Air
(Francesca Walker, Employability and Alumni
Fellow at UCLan - and Michael Bowerman,
Research Assistant at UCLan)
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In brief

Note from the editor

Work Integrated Learning and
the Aussie Experience
(Judy Kay, Associate Director, 
Victoria University, Melbourne)

Linking Career Development
Working and Work Integrated
Learning
(Joanne Tyler, Director of Employment and
Career Development, Monash University,
Melbourne)

HECSU Introduces: Charity
Internship Schemes

Aphrodite Papadatou

  

Fulfilling our potential!
With Bob Athwal, Director of Student Experience, The
University of Leicester

10 For the sake of young people’s
prospects
With Shakira Martin20
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NEWS IN BRIEF
• Overlooked and left behind: That is the title and the

finding of the much awaited House of Lords Committee
on Social Mobility report on school to work transitions of
young people. Read the report at
www.publications.parliament.uk 

• UKCES: The UK Commission for Employment and Skills
publishes the latest in its series of reports on trends and
changes in the labour market. This time it projects
growth in construction and business services and a
continuing shift towards more high-level qualifications.
Access the series Working Futures 2014 – 2024 at
www.gov.uk

• University prestige: Paul Blackmore, Professor of
Higher Education at the Policy Institute, Kings College
London has written a report, launched in April, that
investigates the role and meaning of prestige through the
perspective of 20 heads of institutions across the UK.
You can read it at www.lfhe.ac.uk

• Young people’s work transitions: The AELP and 
Pearson publish a report calling for the setting up of a
dedicated cross-departmental steering group to help
young people as they seek to make the transition into
work. View the report at
https://qualifications.pearson.com

• Graduate earnings: The Institute of Fiscal Studies
publishes the much anticipated report on graduate
earnings. The study finds that, beyond place and subject
matter of study, graduate income is affected by parental
income. Although the study concentrates heavily on
Russell Group institutions, it rings an alarming bell…
Access the report at  http://www.ifs.org.uk

• Access HE London: Help is at hand for practitioners
whose aim is to assist college learners into higher
education learning in London. Higher Education College
Advisers in London (HECAIL) is alive and kicking at
www.hecail.ac.uk

• HEFCE: The Higher Education Funding Council for
England launches a new outreach programme for
students from disadvantaged backgrounds. The four-year
programme aims to meet David Cameron’s goal of
doubling the number of disadvantaged students entering
HE by 2020. Find out more at www.hefce.ac.uk

• New National Living Wage: As announced by the
Chancellor last year, it came into play on 1 April for

workers aged 25 and over at a rate of £7.20 per hour,
rising to around £9 by 2020. Find the press release at
www.gov.uk

• Degree apprenticeships: A new degree apprenticeship
fund was announced by the government at the end of
March. A large chunk of the multi-million pound fund will
go to the universities who will design and deliver the
programmes. Find out more at www.gov.uk

• BIS: The department launched its consultation for the
introduction of maintenance loans in FE. The 
consultation targets 19+ learners taking technical or
professional courses at levels 4-6 but excludes
apprenticeships. Find out more at www.gov.uk  

• The Careers Enterprise Company: In March the company
announced that nearly a quarter of a million young
people in England will benefit from a major government
investment in careers enterprise provision. Thirty–three
projects from across the country were awarded funding,
unlocking more than £9.5 million. For more information
visit www.careersenterprise.co.uk

• The Social Market Foundation: A report on the increasing
number of young people who were self-employed notes
that many of these were poorly paid and often in
households that were already suffering from low
incomes. A tough gig. Find out more on this story at
www.smf.co.uk

• Widening participation: The Social Market Foundation in
the news again; along with University Alliance and the
Open University it published a new report on widening
participation concluding that, based on current trends,
government targets won’t be achieved by 2020. Find out
more at www.smf.co.uk

• World University Rankings: Published for 2016 by QS.
Universities are ranked by subject matter. Find out how
your institution fairs at www.topuniversities.com

• Ofsted: Reports on the progress of how well the FE sector
is preparing high needs students for adult life. It finds
variation. Find out more at www.gov.uk

• The Skills Funding Agency: Published the latest figures
on learner participation in adult learning,
apprenticeships and traineeships. You can download the
statistical report at www.gov.uk

Taught PG study
With Dr Robin Mellors-Bourne

Graduate Market Trends is published for HECSU by Graduate Prospects Ltd, Prospects House, Booth Street East, Manchester 
M13 9EP · 0161 277 5200  ·  www.hecsu.ac.uk ·  www.prospects.ac.uk
Company Reg. No. 2626618
Editor Aphrodite Papadatou · a.papadatou@prospects.ac.uk · 07812 527603
To subscribe to the digital edition of GMT go to www.hecsu.ac.uk/GMT_sign_up
ISBN: 978–1–84016–213–4
© Graduate Prospects 2016
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FOR SHE’S A JOLLY GOOD FELLOW! 

With a European referendum looming on
the early summer horizon and the
publication of the HE Bill in May, there has
been no better time to interview a major
figure of our sector. I met Professor Dame
Julia Goodfellow at the annual conference
of the Bridge Group last February where
she gave an inspiring speech on social
mobility. Later, I was delighted to interview
her. Here she discusses her journey as a
woman, the challenges our sector is
facing, Europe, and more. Julia is
President of Universities UK and Vice
Chancellor at the University of Kent. She
was the first female Chief Executive of any
Research Council. She was awarded a
CBE in 2010.

It is wonderful to be interviewing you for
GMT. To start with, let’s have an insight
into your journey so far. Tell us a bit about
how being a woman affected this journey
in terms of the opportunities you had and
the choices you made.
I love science and studied it at O-level
because for me they were the easiest
subjects in which to get high marks in at
school! At sixth form, I remember there
were just five of us studying A-level
Chemistry. We were very privileged to have
one teacher just for us. Did I know it was
different? A little bit, because there were
so few of us and we got such good
attention from the teacher. There has
been a lot of analysis which shows that
women from my generation who studied
Physics had mainly been in single-sex
schools – either private or grammar
schools. There was fantastic tuition. I was
very fortunate. 

I went to the University of Bristol, which
was great. However, interviews at other
institutions would not be acceptable with
comments such as ‘we don’t really like
taking girls but because you have good
grades we will’. But I loved doing physics
and it started off my career; and during
your career you have to remember that
you won’t always succeed at everything.
Like men, you can fail at things. But I’ve
had great supporters.

How can we accelerate the equality
agenda for women in academia and the
Sciences? Do you see that as an issue
now?
I think there is still an issue. But you have
to look at where specifically the problems
lie. When we look at university students
now, we know that more than 50% are
women – whether undergraduate,
postgraduate, full time or part time. This is
true across the western world. We have
just seen the Prime Minister speaking
about young white men from poor
neighbourhoods being the least likely to
go to university whereas their female
peers are going in greater numbers. There
are also issues at undergraduate level
over subject mix where you still find
subjects like engineering or computer
science with very few women on the
course, whereas in subjects allied to
medicine or teaching there are a large
number of women. On balance, however,
we see universities as very much female
territory at the student level. 

I have spoken for many years about
women in science and I think the biggest
problem now is the professoriate, which is
only 22% women. But it is changing. I
would say that universities should all be
looking at their own internal promotion
processes and making sure that they are
fair and transparent. We are doing this at
Kent, making sure that women are
considered for promotions. We need to be
able to transform people’s careers in a
positive way. We are seeing results, with
more women being promoted. 

Looking at IAG, what would your advice be
to careers advice practitioners in order to
aid the social mobility agenda?
Universities have done a lot for access but
that doesn't mean there isn’t more we can
do. Universities including mine are looking
at attainment of different groupings of
students. There are a number of students
who come in from non-traditional
backgrounds with high expectations and
they are not getting the same level of
degrees than we might expect. Why? We
are looking at that from across the board,
at institutional level, and this includes
student services and the careers service. 

Staff are helping students throughout
their time at university to get a good
degree (with academic support) and a
good job at the end of it (with careers
support). The latter factor is imperative
because it tells students how they can
stand out in the labour market. When
students first come to university they need
to know what sort of things they can put
on their CV to stand out. At Kent we try to
offer a range of things: it can be
volunteering for example and our students
do phenomenally well in that –100,000
hours last year, in fact. 

Supporting all students has to be done
sensitively and imaginatively. We need to
support them to study abroad for
example. Perhaps they can’t do a year so
how about a term? Why not try two weeks
at one of our study centres in Brussels or
Paris? It’s about giving people the
confidence to take up the opportunities
we offer and also to help them with their
CV. 

Is it important for universities to keep
investing in their delivery of IAG?
Absolutely. But it is not just about the
traditional set up. You may have a small
central careers service but that has to be
embedded throughout the university. At
Kent, for example, some schools are
fantastically good are getting their
students to study or work overseas, others
at work experience. I think what 

JULIA GOODFELLOW

GMT Interview
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universities have to work on is to offer a
package of options.

What effect do you see degree
apprenticeships having on the traditional
model of degree delivery?
I think an important one. One effect we
saw with the introduction of £9,000 fees
was the drop in part-time students, not in
full-time students. It was typically mature
students, and it was also people studying
at sub-degree level. Having worked at
Birkbeck for many years, I am clear that
we need to do all we can to support those
that choose to study and work at the
same time. 

Which brings us to the next question: How
can we look to improve our work with
SMEs?
In Kent, there are a lot of small and micro-
businesses. So at the University we have
an innovation centre and enterprise hub
where we bring together people from local
companies to provide networking
opportunities and support. Students can
also use the enterprise hub as a base to
run their own businesses. We think very
broadly at Kent about working with SMEs
whether it is through KBS, our business
school or through our central Kent
Innovation and Enterprise Group.

What do you think policy and employers
miss out on by focusing on Russell Group
universities?
I don’t think that is the case that
employers just focus on Russell Group
universities – things have changed. I think
that when you talk to graduate employers,
they are looking much more widely now,
especially around the social mobility
agenda. They are not so worried about
what discipline their degree is in but are
looking for that ‘extra’ – evidence of a
rounded person. Because of the social
mobility agenda, they don't want to take a
rigid person into their firm but someone
who can evolve throughout their career.
When I talk to graduate employers, they
say that they are recruiting broadly across
universities. 

How united is our sector and how united
should it be?
The traditional universities really feel that
they are a sector. They are continuing to
work together, albeit recognising
differences in HE policy across the
Devolved Administrations. There are many
things that UUK tries to get out there,
through publications showing how
universities are contributing to their
regions, to business, to social mobility etc.
Recently Nicola Dandridge, the chief
executive of UUK, was asked by
government to Chair a group on social
mobility and she is taking that forward. All
these things we do together as a sector
are integral to our institutions but of
course every university has its own
strengths and priorities. 

What are your views of the impact of a
possible Brexit on the sector?
Let’s look at sector level first. We
discussed this at UUK over a year ago and
we unanimously supported a pro-Europe
stance. Only recently Nicky Morgan said
that young people would benefit from
being in Europe. We said that a year ago.
There is a cultural aspect – universities
are all about broadening your horizons
and so we should make it easy for our
students to go to Europe and for Europe to
come to us. I had a wonderful letter from
one of our alumni saying how going to
Europe and looking outwards gave him the
confidence to go and work in America,
something which he never ever envisaged
before. 

Then there is the big financial aspect
because the EU provides funding for
student mobility and research and
universities will lose massively if we leave.
At Kent, we call ourselves the UK’s
European University. We have been
focusing on Europe for a long time. We’ve
got study centres in Brussels, Paris,
Athens and Rome. We certainly want to be
linked with Europe. 

What are your views on last year’s HE
Green Paper?
The Green Paper focused on excellence
and I don’t think anybody in education can
say anything against excellence. In the UK
we have, through our quality structures,
always looked at enhancing what we are
already doing. Anything that enables us to
enhance the total student experience –
the teaching, the learning and all those
extracurricular things we have spoken
about – we are very much happy to work
with. UUK has indicated this in our written
responses to government and we are now
waiting for their response. We believe that
there should be legislation to set up the
Office for Students which will be taking on
the role of protecting and looking after
students. In some ways this comes
naturally from the student loans system,
as we no longer get a large block grant
from HEFCE. What we are looking at is a
change of architecture to the system.
Again, we need to see the details. 

In terms of the research aspect of the
Green Paper – or changing the research
agenda, as per the Nurse Review – we are
waiting for a more detail and we may well
need legislation to establish R-UK, the
proposed overarching research body. 

The third area where we would want to
see legislation is around alternative new
providers. I certainly think students should
be able to choose where they want to go
and I think all institutions have to be clear
on the sort of provision we are given. But
we need to make sure that courses are
quality controlled at a high threshold. This
is also important for our international
student intake since they are looking for
quality. Whoever the provider is, we need
to reassure all students that they will get a
high quality teaching experience.

Julia, thank you! Your voice is very
important to us as a sector and I would
urge all our readers to connect with the
great work the UUK is doing! 
Go to www.universitiesuk.ac.uk
You can also find out about more about
the University of Kent at www.kent.ac.uk
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THREE SHORT STORIES 

Our regular columnist and sector veteran
Brian Hipkin returns with three short
stories on heroes, comic books and
laughter. Brian is an academic, writer and
Vice Chair of AMOSSHE, the Student
Services Organisation. 

Heroes
My contribution to the “I didn't meet Bowie
but…” industry is that I really didn't meet
Bowie but he ch-ch-changed my life. On
reflection we rarely get a chance to say
thank you to those that have often
unwittingly changed our lives with a word,
an explanation or even silent permission
to just try something.

It was 1973 (or two past Hunky Dory in
Bowie years) and I was hitching along the
South Coast not just wondering when
someone would stop for a scruffy student
but what I was going to do next with my
life. Sociology and I had fallen in love and
we were going steady. We both wanted to
take things to the next level – I was
seriously thinking about becoming a
postgraduate but I had no idea how or
where to go about it.

After an hour or so a slightly older looking
version of myself stopped and offered me
a lift. He was driving a hand-painted bright
green 2CV. Back then 2CVs were so cool –
no, that does not capture it, they were
freezing. To this day I am not sure if he
stopped out of generosity or for the
additional body heat I provided. 

On hearing of the death of Bowie that
memory from 43 years ago changed into a
realisation that it was a seminal point in

my life. Serendipity is something that even
the best HE marketers cannot influence. A
chance remark, a turn left or right,
speaking or not speaking to someone,
perfect or even imperfect timing can all
change lives, can lead you on your path
into or out of academia. And so it proved
for me. The driver of the 2CV turned out to
be an academic, and even more
serendipidous, a lecturer in sociology. I
suppose that I should have guessed, as a
2CV was the fleet car of sociology
lecturers well into the 1980s.

(By the way, it is the right of every self
respecting sociologist to make up words
like ‘serendipidous’, normally by
stretching their recognisable form into
incomprehension – it’s what we do best.)

As the miles passed so the
serendipidousness just grew. Not only was
my driver a sociologist but he worked at
the Birmingham Centre for Contemporary
Cultural Studies, which was for me at that
time the centre of the Universe for it was
the home of my hero – Stuart Hall.

Back to the winter of 1973. As we neared
my destination the conversation moved on
to where I should go and what I should
research for my postgraduate thesis. Of
course there was only one place and only
one possible supervisor – Birmingham
and Stuart Hall.

In case you are still wondering, this is
where Bowie came in. That year Hunky
Dory dominated my record deck. Van
Morrison and Astral Weeks made fleeting
visits but it was for purposes other than
the sociological analysis of lyrics that
formed the key part of my obsession with
Bowie.

As we bounced into London, cold and
mildly seasick from the 2CV’s laidback
efforts at suspension, it was a few lines
from ‘Life on Mars’ that we agreed were to
be the basis of my MPhil application:

Sailors fighting in the dance hall
Oh man!
Look at those cavemen go
It's the freakiest show
Take a look at the Lawman
Beating up the wrong guy
Oh man! Wonder if he'll ever know
He's in the best selling show

It seemed to capture everything a young
sociologist in the early 1970s could dream
of: police repression, injustice, working
class culture. Here lay the door to the
glittering prizes and access to my hero.

A week later, faced with an application
form for an MPhil at the Centre of
Contemporary Cultural Studies at
Birmingham, I found that all of that burst
of insight brought on by discussing
Bowie’s lyrics had faded. I fell to earth
realising that I could not stretch what we
had discussed into a synopsis let alone
many thousands of words. So I picked up
an application form for the LSE, ten
minutes later it was filled in, five minutes
after that it was in the post – the rest is
history. But thank you anyway, David.

Comics
OK, who remembers The Eagle?
No.
It was a comic… comic anyone?

Try imagining 176 Instagram pictures
printed in rows on paper that told stories
of adventure and generally improved the
moral fibre of young boys and the
occasional girl for 18 years through to the
late 60s. For a few years it made Friday
my favourite day of the week, for it was the
day that The Eagle was pushed through
the letter box by a young paper boy and
occasional paper girl. 

But it wasn’t to the comic’s alliterative
hero Dan Dare that I turned but to that
week’s cutaway diagram. Every edition
had spread in glorious colour across its
centre pages wonderfully detailed
diagrams showing the inner works of an
amphibious car or a Battle of Britain Class
Steam train. Parts were numbered and

BRIAN HIPKIN

GMT Sector opinion 
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explained in the ‘key to how it works’
section. Here was the birth of ‘edtech’.

Now I come to think of it this really was
the birth of my interest in how things
worked and the combination of a youthful
weekly consumption of The Eagle and two
degrees in Sociology have sort of set me
up for life.

If you hold on I will share with you where
this is going. 

To outsiders, universities are enigmas
wrapped in an illusion with a side order of
emperors’ new clothes. They are
marginally less opaque from the inside. 

As an academic I spent nearly twenty
years explaining to students how the
outside world worked and in a neat twist
of fate I have spent the last five in
explaining to the outside world how
students and their temporary habitat,
universities, work. I have watched private
sector companies eager to do business
with universities circle in bafflement trying
to find the right person to admit them into
our mysterious world of silos and
acronyms. Unlike Gandalf, they don’t have
a shaft of light and CGI to show them the
way in.

I am particularly struck how universities
and private sector companies desperately
want to be in a relationship with each
other but have no idea how to take the
first steps. It was as if I had been
transported to a 1950s village hall where
girls sat on one side and boys on the other
but were too nervous, ignorant or
desperate to meet in the middle. 

I witnessed this at a recent meeting that
brought together members of the edtech
community and representatives from
universities. The atmosphere was that of
speed dating gone very wrong.

I dare not mention in this column or any
other the response many of my private
sector friends give to statements from
universities that they are ‘rapid response

units’ in tune with the needs of industry.
Now I don't know if any of you have been
through the whole thing of a validation.
Validations, if they are quick, can be
eighteen months to two years long. 

So if you think about it, you take two years
to validate your degree, because you have
got to get it through on UCAS, and you
have got to print your brochure etc. Then
you have got to have your graduates
coming through, that's another three
years. Then if you want to look at
employment outcomes, that's at least
another six months. Now add all that
together… it's about six years. 

A six-year lead time may be acceptable if
you are dealing with a galaxy far, far away.
But perhaps this ‘you said – we did
(eventually)’ relationship between industry
and universities does not need to be a
functional one anymore. For is it not the
case that we are now teaching students
for jobs that don't yet exist and in fields
whose boundaries are becoming more
porous? 

You’re having a laugh
Laughter may be a tonic but is it an
education? I cut my presentational teeth
in the long–lost era before PowerPoint
teaching sociology to Business Studies
students who booed every time I said
something positive about trade unions.
These days they would have to Google
what they are. I learnt the power of
humour to get the audience on my side. 

My comedy idol was Harpo Marx – for
those of you of a certain age, his shtick
was that he didn’t talk, which is not a
good starting point for a young lecturer.
Marxist theory does not work through the
medium of mime or dance. It has to be
words and performance. No jokes. Which
was a pity as I was team teaching with a
colleague who was an actual comedy
writer.

A recent conversation set me thinking
about laughter and academia. I was
comparing various tricks of the trade with
my son’s partner who is a TV presenter
and award winning standup comedian. We
had both picked up a whole raft of verbal
and physical ways to engage an audience
and, yes, even get them to laugh,
especially when we wanted them to. To
our surprise our list was virtually identical.
Who said learning cannot be fun?

Gandalf, they don’t have a shaft of light
and CGI to show them the way in.
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Nik Miller gives us a synopsis of the first
half of the Bridge Group Report published
earlier this year. This half focuses mainly
on the role of higher education, whilst the
second half is concerned with the role of
employers. The influential report gives us
a fascinating insight into social mobility
and the increasing importance of
graduate outcomes. Nik is director of the
Bridge Group, a charitable policy
association researching and promoting
social mobility. The report can be
accessed in full on the Bridge Group
website1.

Widening access: necessary but not
sufficient 
One of the most significant developments
in the social mobility debate over the last
decade has been the increased focus on
graduate outcomes and progression into
the professions. The advent of higher
tuition fees, a recession that engendered
an increasingly competitive graduate
employment landscape and a more
discriminating sense of value amongst
students have all sharpened the focus on
outcomes. These trends in higher
education have been matched by
increased activity from employers aimed
at achieving greater diversity in
recruitment, and to guard against
overlooking the best candidates. 

Against this backdrop, there has been a
disproportionate focus on policy relating
to university access, and insufficient
attention given to the roles and
responsibilities of university careers

services in supporting successful
outcomes amongst students from lower
socio–economic backgrounds (SEB).
Traditionally, university careers services
have mainly served the needs of
individual students who presented
themselves as requiring support, whereas
today they typically exercise a universal
responsibility for student employment
outcomes. Across some of the sector, the
resourcing of careers services lags behind
this increased importance of the
profession; this can be exacerbated by
employers’ increased expectations about
the capacity of careers services to broker
links internally, and to reach students who
have traditionally been harder to engage. 
Graduate outcomes are also being given
increasing weight in debates and formal
assessments concerned with quality in
higher education (not least in the recent
Higher Education Green Paper). This has
implications for social mobility that are
both conceptual and practical.

Considering the discourse
The current discourse about graduate
outcomes is built on a number of
assumptions; the recent Green Paper, for
example, frames student success in terms
of graduate earnings. This approach was
furthered by the recent IFS report, which
found that students from more wealthy
homes earn thousands more after
graduating than their less affluent peers,
even if they attended the same
universities2. Many colleagues will find it
problematic to define teaching and
learning as a vehicle for securing high
salaries, yet many students legitimately
share a concern for a just return on
investment, especially in the context of
higher fees and the removal of the
maintenance grant. 

The debate on employability skills is often
connected to notions of social capital: in
order for students from lower socio-
economic backgrounds to succeed, they
must be equipped with the attributes and
characteristics that are valued by
employers. This deficit model is

uncomfortable for some, for it is built on
the idea that many lower SEB students
lack these attributes, and remedial work is
therefore required for them to acquire
characteristics typically associated with
those from higher SEBs. A more informed
and candid debate needs to explore and
resolve this fundamental assumption; and
this debate should precede any grand
gestures that place demands on careers
services to mould students in ways that
could ultimately be counterproductive. 

Access to extracurricular activities 
An area worthy of more robust debate is
the extent to which students boost their
employability through participation in
extra–curricular activities. Mary Stuart at
the University of Lincoln has led research
on participation in extra-curricular
activities, and the work provides insights
into students’ varied experiences. Lower
levels of participation in these activities
amongst lower SEB students is due to a
combination of individual student
preferences, opportunities available at the
institution attended, and the role of
networks and work experience3. This
might partially explain discrepancies in
graduate outcomes, once attainment,
subject and institution are controlled for,
though more investigation is require into
other factors. 

Geography
An underexplored factor affecting
differential access to opportunity and
student progression is geography. There is
an established evidence base
demonstrating that students from lower
socio-economic backgrounds are less
likely to move away from home to study
and, if they do, they are more likely to
return to their home region on graduation
(and much less likely to move to London
where the majority of the most
competitive graduate jobs are to found).
Employers may assume that graduates
are geographically mobile. Greater
consideration needs to be given to the
potential limitations in this regard for
lower SEB students. Furthermore, there is

GETTING IN AND GETTING AHEAD: SOCIAL MOBILITY
AND GRADUATE OUTCOMES
NIK MILLER 
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an uneven distribution of work experience
opportunities, with the majority being
based in London and the South East:
given the value attached to work
experience by employers, we should be
more concerned about the accessibility of
such experiences to all students. 

Internships
High Fliers research identifies that large
recruiters expect that a third of this year’s
full-time graduate positions will be filled
by graduates who have already worked
within their organisations (through
internships, placements or vacation
work)4. More than 90% of the UK’s leading
graduate employers are offering paid work
experience programmes during the 2015–
2016 academic year, but the extent to
which these experiences are accessible to
all students is an issue that remains
underexplored. Formal internships are
often a passport to many competitive
professions. Alongside concerns that
unpaid internships are an important factor
in creating unequal access (more
pronounced in some sectors), we should
be more concerned about the practice of
unadvertised internships. A very small
number of employers are leading the way
in this respect, and have developed
internship programmes aimed at engaging
under-represented candidates5.

The role of alumni
Alumni are a significantly under-used
resource in promoting student progression
amongst lower SEB students. Graduates
can be mobilised to contribute to the
professional success of students through,
inter alia, mentoring; structured, paid
placements; support during application
and interview processes; and by
facilitating access to the professional
networks that more affluent students

might have established through family
links. Policy initiatives to mobilise alumni
could have a significant impact on
progression outcomes, and also promise
to deliver this in a cost-effective way.
University graduates are also becoming
increasingly important sources of
fundraising, to boost bursary or
scholarship funds, for example. In the last
financial year, institutions in the UK raised
a total of £643m of philanthropic funding
from alumni and other sources6. This total
figure eclipses the amount allocated in
2014/15 to the student opportunity fund
(though of course it is not entirely
dedicated to supporting social mobility),
and has become a critical funding stream
to support access. We need to better
understand the extent to which this
funding stream is supporting student
progression, and to gain insights into
where it is being directed, and uncover the
practices of successful institutions. 

Global employability
Employers value graduates who can
demonstrate competencies associated
with global experiences, and there is
much evidence to indicate that work and
study opportunities overseas offer a
significant boost to students’
employability. A 2014 study on the impact
of the Erasmus student exchange
programme found that graduates with
international experience were significantly
more successful in the job market. These
students were half as likely to experience
unemployment and, five years after
graduation, their unemployment rate is
23% lower than their peers. Research
from the Higher Education International
Unit (HEIU) reveals that participation rates
in international mobility opportunities
were heavily skewed towards the more
affluent, and that students from lower

socio-economic backgrounds are more
likely to need additional institutional
support7. There is a risk that this trend will
serve to exacerbate differential access to
opportunities. 

Collective responsibility and collaborative
action
Student progression is a joint, and joined-
up, endeavour, and a multi-faceted
process. In the third sector, we have seen
a significant increase in the number of
social enterprises and charitable
organisations aimed at promoting social
mobility through, for example, brokering
interactions between employers and
universities. The coordinating role played
by these organisations is critical to
sustaining, and scaling up, activity to
promote social mobility, although the
sector’s current fragmentation and
duplication risks rendering it unnavigable
for most employers. 

Most large employers are now actively
seeking greater socio-economic diversity
in their workforce, partly stimulated by
Government (in the form of the Social
Mobility Business example). An agenda
that has historically been concerned with
egalitarianism and corporate social
responsibility is now maturing into
commercially driven activity to discover
hidden talent. 

There is the need for collective
responsibility and collaborative action.
Universities have a critical role, but they
do not hold the panacea to inequality in
progression. Entrenched inequalities in
the school and college sector are
inherited and, unless employers continue
to make greater contributions, gains in
higher education policy risk being
annulled after graduation. 

1 www.thebridgegroup.org.uk
2 www.ifs.org.uk/publications/8233 
3 staff.lincoln.ac.uk/mstuart
4 www.highfliers.co.uk/download/2016/graduate_market/GMReport16.pdf 
5 eg Civil Service Fast Stream
6 www.rosscasesurvey.org.uk
7 europa.eu/rapid/press-release_IP-14-1025_en.htm
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Bob Athwal gives us a fascinating account
of his and his team’ transformational work
in developing robust graduate
employability outcomes for students of his
institution, all in the short three years of
his tenure so far. There is a bounty of tips
and knowledge here for us, harnessed
from Bob’s rich experience in developing
graduate employability both as a recruiter
and as a university director. Bob is
Director of Student Experience at The
University of Leicester. His award-winning
work at innovating the recruiting practices
of big global brand RWE npower is of
much worthy note, as is his reputation as
an expert in the field.

Growing expectations
The relationship between higher
education and employment is hardly new.
In fact, it’s difficult to remember a time
when graduate employment in particular
wasn’t so frequently and explicitly linked
to universities’ role.

But a ‘perfect storm’ of factors over the
last eight years have brought this to the
fore. A turbulent world economy heralded
by the 2008 crash; rising tuition fees
following the Browne Review in 2010; a
series of government reviews looking at
the sector’s relationship with both
students and employers; greater
competition for home and international
students; and research from employer
bodies that question the ‘efficacy’ of
higher education have all contributed. 

It is no surprise therefore that students,
and their sponsors (parents, employers or
government), are demanding a university
experience that will prepare them for an
increasingly competitive, dynamic and
globalised world.  

A global challenge
These expectations were recognised last
November by the Higher Education Green
Paper: ‘Fulfilling our Potential: Teaching
Excellence, Social Mobility and Student
Choice’1. 

The world’s first ‘Global Career Services
Summit’ hosted by the University of
Leicester and the University of California,
Berkeley in March this year echoed this
sentiment. With over 60 university careers
services from across the world (including
the United States, Australia, Canada and
Abu Dhabi) it was abundantly clear that
universities face exactly the same
challenges with students, employers, and
policy makers wherever they are. 

Tricks of the trade
As a former graduate recruiter for
Enterprise-Rent-A-Car and RWE npower, I
feel strongly about the relationship
between education and employers. And of
the opportunities this collaboration has to
make a lasting and tangible impact on
students’ life chances. Ensuring – as put
in a speech by President Obama  a
decade ago2 – that people can ‘transition
between careers’ and have ‘lifetime
employability in the new economy’. 

At the University of Leicester we have
spent that last four years making radical
changes to the way employability is both
approached as an institution, and
positioned within our teaching and
learning. I would attribute our progress to
several principles I would encourage
others to consider when developing
students’ employability:

Keeping it simple
At the heart of our efforts is a clear vision
that concentrates on equipping students

with the skills and professional disposition
they need to enjoy “a lifetime of career
success”. An “extra dimension” that I
believe makes Leicester graduates the
stand out choice for employers. 

Our strategy to deliver this is simple. We
ensure conditions that allow all students
to: engage with career development
services; understand themselves; develop
their skills and professional disposition;
and compete effectively for graduate roles
and further study. The impact of simplicity
cannot be underestimated.

Mass engagement
Disengaged students are still a big
challenge for careers services. From the
very beginning I made a point in
addressing this and creating multiple
access points that enabled the majority of
students participate in career
development services. 

This meant expanding existing
programmes like our Leicester Award,
introducing new ways for students to gain
experience, securing time in the taught
curriculum, and ensuring the availability of
more than 400 one-to-one careers
appointments each week. 

The result is more than 8,100 unique
students were engaged in both 2013/14
and 2014/15. This is around two-thirds of
Leicester’s on campus student
population, more than at any other time in
the institution’s history.

Understanding that student centred, is not
being student driven
Student-centred learning aims to develop
learner autonomy and independence. 

By adopting this principle, it’s meant
taking some counter-intuitive steps so that
students not only take responsibility for
their career development but develop the
‘professional disposition’ employers are
looking for. 

GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY IN LEICESTER:
FULFILLING OUR POTENTIAL!
BOB ATHWAL

GMT Practice
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The CBI’s annual education and skills
survey underlines this, and a growing
number of employers (from 81% in 2011
to 89% in 2015) highlight graduates’
attitudes as ‘the most important factor
when recruiting3’.

Consequently we have adopted a ‘no prep,
no entry’ policy for everything we do. As
well as a ‘no-show’ three-strike policy to
develop students’ professionalism. Failure
to attend or cancel booked events can
also result in a suspension of our
services.

Structuring students’ development
The steps above help create the
conditions for quality student
engagement. And the cycle of preparation-
and-reflection that follows (an extension of
the pioneering ‘no prep, no entry’ policy
applied to our career fairs), alongside
development activities aligned to our
Transferable Skills Framework, ensure
‘interventions impact students’
development’4.

However, the range of services we have
can confuse students. And, without
structure, each service has the potential
to become a silo. The creation of our
Career Development Journey in 2014 has
helped address this5. 

Meaningful engagement with employers
and academic colleagues
An advisory board of senior graduate
recruiters has helped inform our thinking
and approach and engage employers
more directly in our curriculum and
teaching6. The creation of a Transferable
Skills Framework is one result of this

collaboration, helping align our work with
employers needs. 

At institutional level we have also been
working with employers around social
mobility. As a university that attracts more
than 90% of its students from
underrepresented groups, we recognise
the impact social capital can have.
Debates we’ve hosted since 2014 have
helped drive this conversation as has our
sponsoring of the ‘Advancement of Social
Mobility in Graduate Recruitment Award’
at the annual Targetjobs ‘National
Graduate Recruitment Awards’.

It has also helped forge a different
relationship with employers. One where
the emphasis is on collaboration and
student development, rather than the
transaction of graduate recruitment.

With academic colleagues the two
vehicles we have employed are bi–annual
employability summits – a valuable
platform for communication and
engagement – and ‘Employability
Partnership Agreements’. Strategic
documents which outline with Head of
Department what the Service is doing to
support employability, and what support is
needed from them to realise this.

Measuring what matters
Crucially, our use of ‘unique numbers’ as
our measure of engagement (not simply
students’ contact with the Career
Development Service) has helped to
understand and reinforce our principle of
mass engagement. 

Secondly, we look at satisfaction but

we’ve been careful not to use this as a
proxy for students’ development. 

Therefore we look at students’ conversion
through the journey and completion of key
development activities. We also gather
employer feedback where we can to
understand the impact of our work. For
example, we not only insist our students’
prepare for the Festival of Careers and
measure students’ completion and
attendance, we also ask employers to rate
the quality of the conversations they’ve
been having with students. And between
2012 and 2015, more than 80% rated the
quality of their interaction and
conversation with students as either good
or excellent. Thirdly, we look at
employment but we also ask students to
tell us about the role our services have
played in securing this employment. We
are keen to understand the role we’ve
played and how this can be improved.

In 2015, these approaches saw the
University of Leicester win in the ‘Best
Preparation for Work: Overall Strategy’
category at the Association of Graduate
Recruiters’ Annual Development Awards.
Recognising the gains we had made in
both our graduates’ employment, and the
number securing professional
employment. However, we are confident
that the cycle of preparation and
reflection we’ve instilled in our graduates
will do more: not just to keep pace with
the world around them and the future
transitions  they will make, but to enjoy a
‘lifetime of professional success’. Success
that realises their potential; and a
testament to the fact that we have
realised our own.

1 Fulfilling our Potential: Teaching Excellence, Social Mobility and Student Choice (2015). Available from:
www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/474227/BIS-15-623-fulfilling-our-potential-teaching-
excellence-social-mobility-and-student-choice.pdf 

2 Available from: obamaspeeches.com/028–AFL–CIO–National–Convention–Obama–Speech.htm and
www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/ovae/pi/cte/transforming–career–technical–education.pdf

3 CBI/Pearson education and skills survey (2015). P.56. Available from: 
news.cbi.org.uk/reports/education–and–skills–survey2015/education–and–skills–survey–2015/

4 www2.le.ac.uk/offices/careers–new/build–your–skills/skills 
5 www2.le.ac.uk/acl_users/credentials_cookie_auth/require_login?came_from=https%3A//www2.le.ac.uk/offices/careers–new/your

career–development–journey/your–career–development–journey%3F_uol%3Das
6 University of Leicester: Strategic Plan (2015). P.17. Available from: www2.le.ac.uk/institution/strategy/documents/planprint
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FEMI BOLA

In this fascinating article Femi Bola (MBE)
gives us an insight into the work
undertaken by her team at UEL’s
Employability Hub (CaSE)  to transform not
only student  career paths but also the
quality of community engagement in a
part of London that is both thriving and
challenged. The Eastern promise could
not be better fulfilled. Femi is Director of
Employability at the University of East
London.

Challenging the ‘Status Quo’
At present approximately 50% of our
student body are the first in their family to
go to university, 54% are mature, over
65% are from Black, Asian and Ethnic
Minority (BAME) backgrounds, 40% are
from lower socio–economic groups and
50% from East London. 

This demographic, coupled with the fact
that over 60% of our students work whilst
studying, presents my team and I with a
significant challenge in terms of creating
an accessible offer and engaging
employers and has meant often
challenging the status quo. The setting up
our Professional Mentoring Scheme is a
good example of this. Starting with a pilot
scheme seven years ago with Morgan
Stanley involving 16 student mentees,
UEL’s Professional Mentoring Scheme is
now in its eighth year and, to date, has
matched 1321 students to mentors
across a range of industries. 

Through the scheme CaSE has formed
partnerships with a range of organisations
including Barclays, BT Sport, UBS, Credit

Suisse, BP, Accenture and HSBC,
organisations that wouldn’t, via their
normal recruiting routes, have struck up
relationships with UEL. 

Mentors and their networks have helped
our students prepare for graduate level
employment and secure opportunities. In
June 2013 UEL was granted approved
provider status for its Professional
Mentoring Scheme by the Mentoring and
Befriending Foundation, the first London
University to achieve this. 

Having grown in confidence our students
are encouraged to become part of the
mentoring process themselves by using
the skills and knowledge that they have
acquired to mentor pupils in local schools
and colleges. This is a valuable experience
for the students involved and strengthens
our links with the local community, in line
with UEL’s Civic Engagement Strategy. 

Similarly our Volunteering Scheme has
allowed our students to develop and
enhance a range of skills through
supporting 115 organisations in our local
community in roles ranging from Domestic
Violence Outreach Assistant to Digital
Communication Volunteer. 

In autumn 2015 CaSE launched the Duke
of Edinburgh’s (DofE) Award. UEL is the
first university in London to offer this
prestigious award to its students. CaSE
has chosen to do this as, according to a
surveys carried out by the Chartered
Institute of Personnel and Development
and the United Learning Trust, the DofE
Award is the extra-curricular activity most
valued by employers. CaSE feels that
giving UEL students the opportunity to
have the award on their CVs will help them
stand out to employers. 

These ‘learning by doing’ activities have
allowed our students to build social and
cultural capital. The employers that they
meet and work for connect them to
professional networks that it would be
difficult for them to build on their own. 

Influencing practice and dispelling myths
Last year to investigate students’ career
planning and career motivations, new and
continuing students were asked six career
and employability related questions at
enrolment. This project was based on the
successful work that Dr Bob Gilworth
carried out on Careers Registration whilst
at the University of Leeds. 

Through this process CaSE was able to
ascertain the source of their careers
advice, if they had any work experience
and what type of activities they had
engaged in to help plan their career. The
thousands of responses received have
given CaSE the opportunity to see what
students want and value in regard to
developing their skills and furthering their
ambitions. For example, through the
responses CaSE discovered that over 60%
of students had already worked or
volunteered which led us to realise that
we should be providing opportunities for
students to reflect on and properly
articulate this experience rather than
simply pushing them towards new
experiences. 

This information around previous work
experience supported the introduction of
UEL’s Professional Development Award
which is a flexible employability
development programme open to all
students and recent graduates offering
accreditation for involvement in
employability–related activities. A major
part of the award is evidencing 35 hours
of volunteering/work experience/
ambassador duties through five reflective
logs and a reference from an
employer/organisation. Forty-one
students successfully completed the pilot
phase of the award – exceeding our
original target of 30. As part of the
evaluation of the pilot participants were
asked to rank their confidence levels in
several key competencies and attributes
pre and post participation in the award. 

Notable increases were recorded across
the eight areas measured, most
significantly the following:

GMT Case study
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• Communication skills: 62.8% to 90.4%
• Problem solving skills: 65.8% to

84.8%
• Networking skills: 48.6% to 88.6%
• Understanding of employers’

requirements: 50.4% to 90.4%
• Confidence as an aspiring Graduate

Professional: 51.4% to 86.6%

CaSE will be repeating the Careers
Registration Question exercise again this
year with some modifications and using
the responses to drive innovation and
ensure that our service meets the needs
of our students. 

Harnessing Technology 
Our research with employers has shown
that it is at the application form stage of
the recruitment process that most UEL
students and graduates fail to progress.
Like most Careers Services CaSE offers
an application form checking service,
however the problem persists. 

As a consequence we asked ourselves
whether the on-line application form
process used by the majority of employers
could be mimicked to give students an
authentic experience of the selection
process. 

Participating in a Higher Education
Academy Embedding Employability in the
Curriculum Project has provided the
vehicle to explore a solution to this
problem. CaSE has partnered with
Stonefish Software who built UEL’s
vacancy management system to adapt
their e-recruitment software to create a
learning tool for students and graduates. 

A HEA Project Team made up of
representatives from the CaSE Team, two
academic schools, UEL’s Centre of
Excellence for Learning and Teaching and
the student body was established to
develop and manage the project. Working
with the developer over 10 months the
project team has built a new application
form learning tool which is able to do the
following:

• Allow large numbers of applications to
be submitted and accessed by
multiple markers

• Allow academic staff to create
sector/role specific applications based
on real job descriptions and person
specifications and embed them into
programmes

• Allow CaSE staff to create applications
and link to workshops

• Automatically send the student
applicant a PDF based on the marker’s
omline feedback which highlights in
colour spelling, grammar and
punctuation issues and gives them a
score

• Tells the student if they would have
been shortlisted for the role 

Feedback from 50 students who have
tested the system has been extremely
positive with 100% of the students stating
that the system is easy to use, 93%
reporting an improvement in their
understanding of how to complete
application forms and 93% saying that
they would recommend the tool to fellow
students. CaSE aims to launch the tool in
May. 

As our students tend to be ‘time poor’
being able to provide top quality ‘really
useful’ on-line resources that they can
access at their convenience is a top
priority. The most popular of CaSE’s
resources is ‘Get that Job’ which was seen
as sector leading when launched and
uses video clips of local employers and
alumni to instruct and inspire students on
how to succeed at all stages of the
recruitment process. 

The employers and alumni were chosen to
represent the demographic of our student
body as CaSE found that the majority of
‘off the shelf’ resources available at the
time were woefully unrepresentative. The
‘Get that Job’ micro–site
http://employability.uelconnect.org.uk/ is
an open resource which allows it to be
accessed not only by our own students
and academic staff, but also pupils and
teaching staff from our partner schools

and colleges and the wider community.
Alongside the work of our student mentors
this growing body of online support is a
useful tool for building local partnerships.

Seeing the bigger picture
Working with colleagues from UEL’s
Procurement Team CaSE has been able to
leverage the contracting process to
advantage students and graduates by
asking would be contractors to make
specific reference to employability related
activities in their tender documentation. 

This could be asking contractors to state
that they would provide mentors or
internships or work experience
opportunities for our students. This
approach has led to our students not only
being exposed to sectors and roles they
may not have previously considered but
also going on to secure permanent
employment.

And finally
Careers and Employability Services tell
students that to get ahead in today’s
employment market they need to be
confident, innovative and creative
individuals who are business savvy and
have broad understanding of diversity. I
believe that a successful Careers and
Student Employability service needs to be
this too.
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A FRAMEWORK FOR EMBEDDING EMPLOYABILITY IN HIGHER
EDUCATION

Doug Cole, Head of Employability and
Strategy at the Higher Education Academy,
gets to the heart of the matter of his
team’s work at the HEA: that no-so-simple
task of delivering a framework for
embedding employability in higher
education. 

What is employability?
Employability has become a buzzword in
recent years, which has not helped in our
understanding of what it means and why
we should pay attention to it. All of us
involved in FE and HE have a responsibility
to help students prepare for the world
beyond. 

To this end, we need to be clear about
what our focus on employability should be
and how we can help to achieve it: let’s
not assume we already have it cracked. 

In the UK there is often an assumption
that employability means having skills,
whereas we know from research that
employability means much more than
that. 

In order to be effective a combined
approach is required that supports
students in piecing together opportunities
and achievements in the curriculum, as
well as in co-curricular and extra-curricular
activities.

The framework 
To this end, the HEA has developed the
Framework for embedding employability in
higher education1, aligned to the UK
Professional Standards Framework, that

offers a structure and process that will
also students make connections they may
sometimes struggle to see. One of the
basic tenets of the complete HEA
Framework Series2 is that they espouse a
cross-organisational approach to make
them work – and we all know from our
own experience how challenging cross-
institutional initiatives can be! 

The Framework for embedding
employability has been designed to bring
people together, engaging and supporting
a diverse range of audiences including FE
and HE providers, staff, students, student
unions and employers. Northumbria
University and Buckinghamshire New
University are early adopters of the
Framework, and it has also been
introduced to 37 universities as part of
the HEA Strategic Enhancement
Programme 2014/15 as well as in 14
universities in Bahrain through a
partnership between the HEA and
Bahrain’s Higher Education Council.

The HEA recognises that the employability
journey starts before university or further
study and that there is a challenge for
schools and colleges to discuss what
employability means and how we might
better align our activities to collaboratively
raise standards across the board. The aim
of the Government is that “Every child
should leave school prepared for life in
modern Britain3. However in 2013 Ofsted
reported that not all students in schools
were receiving the level of information
they needed. 

The advice also recommends that schools
build stronger links with employers,
provide advice to widen student options,
and build confidence and motivation.
Schools are given advice on how they can
work with local employers and the
professional community, and universities
do similar activities.4

The HEA Framework was developed in
consultation with the HE sector and is
informed by both research and looking at
what we know works in practice.

Essentially, it prompts users to focus on
areas that up to now may have either
been neglected or are so embedded that
students struggle to recognise them and
then articulate the real depth of their 
experiences and capabilities. 

For example, if a student takes part in
volunteering or a group project they may
not fully appreciate that not only might
they have improved their teamwork and
communication skills, but by working with
others they may also have developed their
own emotional intelligence and reflective
practice. The ability to reflect is key in
order to fully recognise the range of
benefits from any experience gained –
and to join the dots. Being able to unpack
these benefits in detail is essential to any
job application, cover letter, or interview. 

Higher education institutions are working
with industry to help students gain useful
experience. Coming together at the start
of the curriculum planning process –
stage one of the Framework – to develop
a shared view of the challenges, and
agreeing support beyond work placements
alone will enhance future success. 

These discussions encourage reflection
and evaluation during which time any
preconceived notions about employability
can be surfaced – challenging the view
that it’s not just about gaining a job or
collecting some skills on the way through
HE. 

What academics want to see in ‘good’
students is really no different to what
employers want to see in ‘good’
employees. There is no tension with these
two agendas, simply a difference in
language and terminology.

Metrics
The principles of the Framework are built
around inclusivity, collaboration and
engagement, which should inform
discussion and process. The Framework
encourages higher education institutions
to look beyond basic metrics, such as the
National Student Survey and the

GMT Policy

DOUG COLE
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Destinations of Leavers in HE (DLHE)
statistics, and consider other aspects of
personal, academic and career
development. 

This is particularly pertinent at the
moment when metrics for employability
are being discussed in relation to the
Teaching Excellence Framework (TEF).
More meaningful metrics for employability
in relation to the TEF could include the
percentage of students accessing work–
related learning opportunities – such as
placements, internships and case studies.
The percentage of students accessing
career guidance and advice or the
percentage of students engaging in
employability–related awards could also
be used as measures. 

Collectively this bank of metrics considers
what universities actually do and
quantifies what they provide for students,
looking beyond what students report. This
view would give us a new perspective on
the work going into developing students
for their future. This also presents the
opportunity for future correlations to be
tested and for us to have a better
understanding of the link between a wider
range of activities and employment.

Policy in practice 
The recent Government Green Paper on
Higher Education, Fulfilling our Potential:
Teaching Excellence, Social Mobility and
Student Choice5 says that too many
organisations find it difficult to recruit the
skilled people they need, and suggests
metrics that look at students’ knowledge,
skills and career readiness and how they
are enhanced by their education. If we are
to follow the Minister’s desire to address
the wider student experience and value
for money, the kind of metrics that I have
outlined above are needed. Good work is
already happening in institutions but we

must find better ways of recording and
tracking it. 

The Green Paper also suggests that
information from DLHE may be used as a
metric. The HEA would echo the concerns
of others about its robustness as a
measure of teaching excellence:
employment after six months may be
skewed by a range of factors which are
unrelated to institutions or the sector. For
example, the time taken to find
employment depends on the state of the
graduate labour market and many
graduates may take time out before
further study. 

In general terms, this measure is as much
a product of demographic and geographic
factors and/or of a student’s prior
achievement as it is of the quality of
undergraduate teaching. Any use of the
DLHE and especially league tables must
therefore be context–sensitive.

We also support the use of the Higher
Education Achievement Record (HEAR) to
support any institution’s approach to
employability. The HEAR, originally piloted
by the HEA, provides a running record of a
student’s achievements in both the
curriculum and beyond. 

In this way, it is a valuable tool that
supports both student engagement and
reflection. Ninety institutions are currently
issuing or working towards issuing HEARs. 

Delivering support
The HEA Framework for embedding
employability in higher education has the
potential to transform the way that
institutions approach and embed
employability. A quick review of HEI
strategic plans across mission groups
reveals that employability is a core
concern. 

The HEA can offer support, advice and
guidance on using the Framework. We can
share examples of where it been used
successfully and embedded across whole
institutions as part of the existing
curriculum and programme design
process. 

In addition, our recent Strategic
Enhancement Programme initiative has
produced more than 30 case studies
highlighting how the frameworks have
been used in a range of other contexts. At
a critical time for the future of teaching
and learning in HE, now is the time to
reflect on current provision and ask if we
are doing everything we can to help
students develop their full potential.

1 www.heacademy.ac.uk/enhancement/frameworks/framework–embedding–employability–higher–education
2 www.heacademy.ac.uk/frameworks–toolkits/frameworks
3 www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/440795/Careers_Guidance_Schools_Guidance.pdf
4 www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/413171/Going_in_the_right_direction.pdf
5 www.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/474227/BIS–15–623–fulfilling–our–potential–teaching

excellence-social–mobility–and–student–choice.pdf



GRADUATE MIGRATION – WHO STAYED AND WHO LEFT IN
2015?

In this exclusive article Charlie Ball revisits
previous work on graduate migration to
take a look at the populations who work in
each region in some depth, and to look at
the employment of different groups of
graduates1. Charlie is Head of HE
Intelligence at Prospects and a leading
expert in the field of graduate LMI. 

The graduate populations
In order to get a detailed view of the
propensities of different groups of higher
education leavers to move around the
country, we split them into four groups
depending on where they were domiciled
before entering university and where they
studied. The four groups are Loyals,
Returners, Stayers and Leavers.

1. Regional Loyals
These are graduates who are domiciled in
a region, went to study in the region, and
remained to work in that region. Nearly
half of employed graduates (46%) from
2013/4 working in the UK six months
after graduating fell into this category –
not a significant change from before the
recession. Loyals tend to be slightly older
and more likely to be women. They were
more likely to be from a background with
lower participation in higher education
(HE), to have a job in education or health,
and to go to work for an organisation that
had already employed them after
graduation.

2. Regional Returners
These are graduates domiciled in a
region, who go elsewhere to study, and
then return to their home region to work. A

quarter (25%) of all graduates and 40% of
graduates working in the East of England
were from this group. They were the most
likely group to be in non-professional
employment after six months (except in
London, where it is the Loyals) – although
only the Incomers were more likely to be
from affluent backgrounds – the most
likely to get their job through personal
contacts and the most likely to state that
they had taken their job to gain
experience.

3. Regional Stayers
These are graduates who travel away from
their home region to study, and then stay
in that study region to work. Twelve per
cent of working graduates were in this
category. Almost all Stayers studied full
time, they were the least likely to be over
25 on graduation, and they were the most
likely group to be working in the arts or
media and much the most likely to have
used their careers service to have found
their job.

4. Regional Incomers
These are graduates who go to work in a
region in which they neither studied nor
were domiciled, and made up 18% of the
population of employed graduates from
2013/4. They are from backgrounds of
greater participation in higher education
than the other groups, the least likely to
be in non-graduate employment (one in
six were in business and finance roles),
the most likely to use social media or
recruitment agencies to get their job and
the most likely to state they had exactly
the job that they wanted. Forty four per
cent of all 2013/14  Incomers were
working in London six months after
graduation.

Basic graduate migration patterns
Figure One gives a breakdown of the
individual regions of the UK by the
migration groups that work in them.
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Figure One: Employment of 2013/14 first degree graduates in the regions of the UK by
employment group.
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As we move further from London, more
graduates remain in the Loyals group, and
fewer become Incomers. The strength of
the labour market in London is
undoubtedly a factor, but there could be
effects from family background as 29% of
graduates from the family background of
highest participation in higher education
work in London – they are
overrepresented in the capital’s labour
market. The proportion of Stayers and
Returners in each region may be more
representative at this level of the balance
between the local population of attendees
of higher education, and the local student
population. The East of England

demonstrates this – there are rather more
HE students who were originally domiciled
in the region than study there, and so the
region sees many returnees after
graduation.

To get a more general view of
employment, we examine the
occupational groups (drawn from ‘What
Do Graduates Do?’) that each migrant
group is employed in after graduation2.

Incomers are significantly more likely than
other graduates to be in engineering, IT,
business and marketing roles, whilst
Loyals are more likely to enter public

sector jobs in health, education and social
care. 

Stayers, who are often motivated by trying
to find work in a specific location but who
are, nevertheless, less willing to work in
non-graduate employment, are quite well-
represented in most employment groups,
and particularly in the arts, design and
media. The data suggests that many
Returners come home as they have been
unable to secure work elsewhere and
consequently are rather more likely to be
in secretarial jobs, retail and other lower-
paid non-graduate roles. This group are
very unlikely to use university careers
services to find work and this data
suggests that they may benefit from
support when they return home.

The recent findings from the Institute of
Fiscal Studies (IFS) on graduate earnings,
and in particular in the warning that the
authors make about the effects on local
labour markets on earnings by institution,
should spark more efforts in
understanding the complexities of local
graduate labour markets and the factors
that attract graduates to regions. This
work on migration may help to make some
of the questions a little clearer as we try to
understand how and why graduates move
around the country. Many regional
economic bodies have targets for
graduate retention – often of those
graduates who have studied locally. As we
get a greater understanding of how
existing ties to local areas can influence a
propensity to work in them, we can get a
clearer picture of what reasonable
graduate retention targets might look like,
and an idea of which roles an area might
be importing talent from elsewhere in
order to fill.

1 All data comes from the HESA Destination of Leavers of Higher Education (DLHE) 2013/14 and looks at graduates six months after they
graduated.

Loyals Stayers Returners Incomers
Managers 3.9% 4.2% 4.1% 3.9%
Health professionals 17.4% 15.6% 9.2% 15.2%
Education professionals 7.6% 5.2% 5.7% 3.6%
Legal, social and welfare 
professionals 6.3% 4.2% 4.5% 3.0%
Science professionals 0.9% 1.5% 0.9% 1.6%
Engineering and building 
professionals 3.8% 3.9% 3.3% 8.1%
Information technology 
professionals 4.0% 4.1% 3.2% 5.6%
Business, HR and finance 
professionals 7.0% 9.8% 9.9% 16.3%
Marketing, PR and sales 
professionals 4.8% 9.1% 8.0% 12.2%
Arts, design and media 
professionals 4.5% 8.7% 5.8% 7.9%
Other professionals, 
associate professionals and 
technicians 4.7% 5.6% 5.7% 6.4%
Childcare, health and 
education occupations 6.7% 3.4% 7.0% 2.5%
Clerical, secretarial and 
numerical clerks 7.4% 6.8% 9.9% 4.9%
Retail, catering, waiting 
and bar staff 14.6% 12.7% 16.2% 5.1%
Other occupations 6.2% 5.0% 6.6% 3.5%
Unknown occupations 0.1% 0.3% 0.2% 0.2%



TAUGHT PG STUDY: IT’S DECISION TIME!

A decline in the number of UK students
undertaking taught postgraduate study
(PGT) and the introduction of Masters
loans have attracted much policy
attention. Dr Robin Mellors-Bourne, Acting
Chief Executive and Director of Research
and Intelligence at the Careers Research
& Advisory Centre (CRAC), looks at how
students make decisions to study PGT and
implications for course information
provision.

Although a PGT qualification may not be a
formal prerequisite for entry to many
professions, some graduates are
beginning to think of a Masters as a
means to differentiate themselves from
the mass of graduates in possession of a
‘good’ (1st or 2:1) first degree. CRAC has
been engaged in a series of research
projects about transitions to PG study
since HEFCE wants to improve information
provision so that prospective PG
applicants can make well-informed
decisions.

Why PGT?
All research about why students consider
PGT study shows that most are motivated
by thoughts of enhancing their career. Our
own recent research confirms this but
shows that these motivations vary in
detail according to the individual, and this
influences how they make decisions.
People who undertake PGT study are a
very diverse group. 

To understand these issues better we
need to sub–divide prospective applicants
into different groups. Two very important

variables in this are domicile (UK, EU, or
other international) and time elapsed
since first degree – are they
current/recent HE students or have they
been out in the working world for some
years and are now considering a ‘return’
to HE? For example, if you have a family
and a mortgage and need to hold down a
full-time job in order to finance your PG
course, you will need to study part time
and most likely only consider providers
(universities) you can physically reach
from home, as well as practical issues like
the timing of lectures and seminars. On
the other hand, if you are an
undergraduate considering a PG course
immediately after graduation, you might
still have few ties and could be free to
study wherever and with whom you fancy.

You can potentially also divide people up
according to their motivations for study.
Some are on firm career tracks requiring
PG qualifications, while others hope PG
study will enable or accelerate a possible
or existing path, and others still have no
firm goal in sight. We are in the process of
developing a typology of decision–makers
based on motivations, prior career
trajectory and circumstances. This also
raises questions in relation to where
progression to PGT sits in universities’
employability strategies. Some applicants
are anticipating that a PGT qualification
will deliver immediate employment
outcomes, while others are seeking a
more general overall employability gain. 

Making choices
How do people choose whether to study a
PG course, what and where? Our research
at CRAC suggests that if individuals have a
bespoke balance of motivations,
dependent on their background and
circumstances, then the way that they
make a decision will also to some extent
be unique to them. However we have
proposed a model for decision–making
about PGT study, which seems broadly to
fit many of the cases we observe in our
research (figure A).1
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dependent on their background and
circumstances, then the way that they
make a decision will also to some extent
be unique to them. However we have
proposed a model for decision–making
about PGT study, which seems broadly to
fit many of the cases we observe in our
research (figure A).1

What the research shows, however, is that
Molly’s progression through the stages is
not linear – as the curving arrows attempt
to show. We see many instances where a
Molly has identified a course and
investigated specific details about it, only
to become uncertain again about whether
she can really undertake PG study at all. 

We saw many cases of cyclic behaviour
where applicants have got a long way (as
far as receiving offers) only to go back and
re–question the practical issues. Several
made multiple runs through the entire
process, in successive years, before
actually enrolling (or not).

Information provision
The non-linearity in Molly’s decision-
making journey may well mean that she
continues to seek reassurance about
practical issues even at the stage where
she is apparently quite focused on the
finer details of a particular course she’s
homed in on. This could have implications
for website design and also with whom
she’d ideally like to make contact.
Enabling her to talk to other students or
alumni could be really useful. 

Second, thinking about the post–
application stage, it is really important for
universities to continue to engage Molly
positively after her application, post-offer
and right through to enrolment – to
minimise the possibility of her getting cold
feet and failing to enrol because of
continuing uncertainty about those key
hygiene factors.

It is worth thinking about universities’
information provision in relation to this.
There is a huge amount of information at
programme level – many universities’
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course web pages are excellent, with rich
detail. But how good is the information
that relates to the likely impact of the
course in relation to Molly’s motivations?
And what about those crucial hygiene
factors, such as funding? When are the
lectures, or at least when would Molly
know her timetable, to see if she could
flex her work around them? For
international applicants, how safe is it
being at the university? Can you find an
answer to that question on a university’s
website? 

HEFCE has published advice on
information provision, based on this
research. Additionally, its new ‘Steps to
postgraduate study’ website aims to help
those considering PG study to think about
the key issues, not giving them the
answers but helping them with ideas of
what they need to know, where to get that
information and whom they might ask.3

Copyright: Careers Research & Advisory Centre (CRAC) 2015

Figure A

Let’s take Molly as our hypothetical prospective
applicant and see how she might traverse the
model:

1. Career journey to date. Molly’s prior learning
and career trajectory need to have brought her
to the point where she’s eligible and can
consider the possibility of PGT study.

2. Aspirations and Hygiene factors. Molly needs
to have some underlying aspirations to
progress in her career and the drive to do so
through learning. At the same time, can she
actually fit PGT study into her life? This
question involves what are often called
‘hygiene factors’ – does Molly have the means
to fund PG study and the time in her life to do
it? If she is currently working and considering a
return to HE this could be a huge question –
could she keep her job, pay her rent/mortgage,
continue any family responsibilities, all at the
same time as studying? She might well need to
keep working to pay the fees.

3. Specific motivations. If those factors are in
place, Molly needs to have some more specific
motivations that could potentially be achieved
by studying a PGT course – usually career
based motivations such as the desire to

1 R. Mellors–Bourne, T. Hooley & J. Marriott, Understanding how people choose to pursue taught postgraduate study, Report by CRAC for HEFCE
(2014)
2 What information do prospective postgraduate taught students need? HEFCE, 2014. www.hefce.ac.uk/pubs/Year/2014/CL,102014/
3 postgradsteps.hefce.ac.uk

progress to a higher–level job or to make a
career change. Without this more specific
rationale it will be hard to judge the potential
impact against the investments she’ll need to
make (unless she’s very comfortable
financially).

4. Engagement and exploration. With those
motivations in mind, Molly can then explore
possible programmes and universities, and
engage with them. This is the stage where by
far the most information is available, and she
can do research using university websites,
make visits and talk to faculty staff with the
aim of drawing up a short–list of programmes/
institutions.

5. Decisions and applications. Molly may then
make a positive decision about studying PGT
and make some applications to universities,
although research suggests not many. That’s
because her PG choices tend to be more
constrained practically than the aspirational
selection she may have made at
undergraduate level. 

6. Although not shown on the diagram there is a
further phase post-application, where Molly
hopefully gets some offers, accepts one and
subsequently enrols. 
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FOR THE SAKE OF YOUNG PEOPLE’S PROSPECTS

Shakira Martin, vice president for further
education at the National Union of
Students, explains why a neglected FE
sector could only have negative
consequences for young people's
prospects and introduces the NUS’s FE
Unplugged campaign which calls for
increased investment in the sector.  

A forgotten sector
A great deal of attention is devoted to
higher education as the prime means for
improving social mobility, with public
debates focusing on fair access to
universities and opportunities for
graduate employment. On the contrary,
much less public interest has been given
to reforms of the education pathway taken
by the so-called ‘other 50 per cent’ of
young people – further education. FE
colleges educate 2.9 million people in
England, including 773,000 16-18 year
olds. 

Yet despite the lack of public interest in its
scale and scope, the FE sector has been
no stranger to government interference,
usually driven by a desire to reduce youth
unemployment and improve the UK’s
skills base. As such it is not unusual for FE
to be treated as a policy – rather than
political – football. 

Further cuts
Inequality between HE and FE funding has
become vast. A student aged 19 in college
is only worth 15 per cent of an
undergraduate in university. With my work
at the NUS, one of the few national
organisations based in both HE and FE, I
come across the inequality in facilities,
opportunities and services caused by this

iniquity every single day. Since the start of
austerity in 2010, college incomes have
fallen by 27 per cent and the adult skills
budget has been cut by more than 35 per
cent. Furthermore there are already 1.3
million fewer adult learners than in 2010
and more than 100 colleges are running a
deficit. Adult skills spending per head of
the 20-60 year old population has halved
since 2010.

The shape of things to come
In July 2015, the UK government began
the Post-16 education and training
institutions review. A series of area
reviews (finishing in March 2017) will be
run across England involving general FE
and sixth form colleges, with input from
local authorities, employers and schools
commissioners. The reviews aim to create
‘fewer, larger, more efficient and resilient’
institutions and it is expected that several
colleges will merge or even close down. 

In the FE sector, area reviews are a well-
kept secret. It is self-evident that they are
a product of funding cuts and sector
lobbyists and advocates have barely felt
the need to say it. Yet this is not so clear
to the press or wider public, where area
reviews have received very little attention.
If such dramatic reforms were happening
in schools or universities they would no
doubt make media headlines.

The NUS’s campaign
At NUS we fear the current programme of
area reviews will see further cutbacks to
courses and teacher numbers, closures of
campuses and facilities, longer travel-to-
learn times, and the eroding of colleges’
relationships with local communities. We
fear the future of FE provision in many
local areas is currently at risk and feel
that there should be greater public
scrutiny of the area reviews process. 

This is why we have launched a campaign
called #FEunplugged, aiming to draw
attention to the plight of FE and its
importance to many of the most
disadvantaged communities in the
country. 

In this context, the government’s hopes
for university access being the sole means
of social mobility are beginning to look

ineffective. This is becoming apparent in
the increased polarising of post-study
prospects within HE. Once again, whilst
attention tends to focus on the fierce
competition between university graduates,
little is given to the needs of students
outside higher education. There is the
exception of apprenticeships, for which
the government has attached high hopes
for social mobility and skilled employment.
So far there has been little success in this
endeavour: the vast majority of
apprenticeship expansion since 2010 has
been for over-25s in lower-skilled and
lower-paid sectors at lower levels of
training. 

The New Economics Foundation has
shown that the number of well-skilled,
well-paid jobs available for non-university
graduates is set to fall over the coming
decade. It is highly likely that a significant
number of FE learners or trainees on
apprenticeships will be either unemployed
or underemployed upon completion but
the government does not collect sufficient
data on this for us to know – in stark
contrast to the DLHE for universities.

At NUS we believe that continued lack of
clarity about the economy’s skills needs is
creating an unfair bargain for graduates,
trainees, apprentices and young workers.
A focus on ‘supply-side’ solutions to a
healthy labour market are masking a
demand deficit that is forecast to get
worse with the combined threats of
globalisation, automation and older
retirement ages. 

Securing the future
We need the government to reinvest in FE,
particularly in basic skills and careers
information, advice and guidance. We
need apprenticeships to be delivered in
growth industries with good job prospects
and at higher levels. Above all we need to
expand the conversation about student
transition beyond the narrow confines of
higher education. 

We cannot afford for FE to remain the
forgotten sector.

You can find out more about NUS’
#FEunplugged campaign at
www.nus.org.uk/FEunplugged

SHAKIRA MARTIN

GMT Policy
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iCeGS News

This is the second of our news items about the work of the International Centre for Guidance Studies (iCeGS) at the University of Derby.
The work of iCeGS spans all stages of learning – from careers work in primary schools to planning for retirement, with lots in between
focussed on secondary, further and higher education, as well as careers-related initiatives in workplaces and elsewhere, such as
mentoring schemes and employability strategies. We are particularly well-known for research and development work that impacts on
policy and practice. iCeGS’ work is carried out by its own small team of researchers and also by iCeGS Associates.  Here are a few
recent examples:

Graduate dress code1

This article explores the relationship between students’ identities, their ideas about professional appearance and their anticipated
transition to the world of work. It is based on a series of semi-structured interviews with 13 students from a vocationally-focused
university in England. It was found that participants viewed clothing and appearance as an important aspect of their transition to the
workplace. They believed that, if carefully handled, their appearance could help them to fit in and satisfy the expectations of employers,
although some participants anticipated that this process of fitting in might compromise their identity and values. The article addresses
students’ anticipated means of handling the tension between adapting to a new environment and ‘being themselves’. It is argued that
the way this process is handled is intertwined with wider facets of identity – most notably those associated with gender.

Economic benefits of career guidance2

This paper argues that although career guidance is primarily concerned with the individual it also offers major social and economic
benefits. It is these benefits that justify public investment in the area. The evidence base provides insights into the effective delivery of
career guidance and highlights the three main policy areas that it can support: (1) the effective functioning of the labour market and
through this the economy, (2) the effective functioning of the education system; and (3) social equity. The evidence shows that career
guidance can have substantial benefits for the economy by supporting individuals to enhance their capacities in ways that contribute to
enhanced jobs, skills and growth. This suggests that the government should re-examine current career guidance policy and consider
how it can best maximise the aforementioned economic benefits. This may include widening access in general, considering how best to
target provision and rethinking what departments might be involved in funding and influencing the development of a lifelong career
guidance system in the UK.

Employers' experience of Higher Apprenticeships: benefits and barriers3

This report explores employers’ experience and understanding of Higher Apprenticeships. It is based on a survey of almost 200
companies and follow-up interviews with eleven employers. The findings suggest that there is strong support for Higher
Apprenticeships amongst employers although there are many employers who have yet to engage with this programme. Employers that
have implemented Higher Apprenticeships report a range of business benefits, but they were also clear that appropriate funding has to
be in place to support these programmes. Employers generally thought that the introduction of Higher Apprenticeships would improve
employee retention, help them to train people in the way they thought necessary and would enhance their company’s skills base.
Barriers that had mitigated against the introduction of Higher Apprenticeships included the cost of introducing a Higher Apprenticeship
programme, the work needed in making the business ‘higher apprentice friendly’ and findings appropriate apprenticeship frameworks
and training providers. Companies that had successfully embedded Higher Apprenticeships had typically developed an approach to
recruitment which enabled them to identify and select the best apprentices. Companies also set up management processes to ensure
that higher apprentices were well supported and able to progress and developed effective partnerships with training providers.

To see a list of publications, go to http://www.derby.ac.uk/research/icegs/publications/ 

Adventures in career development4

The head of iCeGS, Professor Tristram Hooley blogs regularly.  In April he commented on the House of Lords Select Committee on
Social Mobility and drew attention to this lovely paragraph:

“During our inquiry, we visited the International Centre for Guidance Studies at the University of Derby. We were struck by the quality of
evidence from the staff there. In particular, the Centre corroborated our written and oral evidence on a number of issues. Specifically
staff at the Centre told us that, ideally, there should be two levels to good careers guidance: something outside of schools that
brokered links with employers and the local labour market, and something inside schools and colleges so that pupils were learning
about work at the same time as studying.”

Upcoming events …all welcome

* Wednesday 8th June, Inaugural lecture of Professor Wendy Hirsh.
* Thursday 23rd June, Launch of the 7C’s toolkit.
* Wednesday 21st September & Thursday 22nd September, NICEC conference at Derby.
* Wednesday 26th October, iCeGS Annual lecture to be given Dr Rie Thomsen, University of Southern Denmark.
Further details will be posted on http://www.derby.ac.uk/research/icegs/news/

Jane Artess, Principal Research Fellow, iCeGS
http://www.derby.ac.uk/research/icegs/

1 Cutts, B., Hooley, T. & Yates, J. (2015). Graduate Dress Code: How undergraduates are planning to use hair, clothes and make-up to
smooth their transition to the workplace. Industry and Higher Education, 29 (4):271-282.
2 Hooley, T. and Dodd, V. (2015). The economic benefits of career guidance. Careers England.
3 Mieschbuehler, R., Hooley, T. and Neary, S. (2015) Employers’ Experience of Higher Apprenticeships: Benefits and Barriers. Derby and
Melton Mowbray: International Centre for Guidance Studies, University of Derby and Pera Training.
4  https://adventuresincareerdevelopment.wordpress.com/


